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Bush visit to Billings confirmed
President to trump up support for Burns, Rehberg campaigns
SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
President Bush will visit
Billings on Thursday as part of a
campaign event for Sen. Conrad
Burns and Rep. Denny Rehberg,
area officials confirmed.
Bill Dutcher, general manager
of the MetraPark Arena where
Bush is scheduled to appear, confirmed that the president will be at
a fundraiser for the Republican

candidates Thursday at noon.
“It doesn’t matter what your
personal politics are,” Dutcher
said. “It’s huge.”
Tom Binford, director of
Billings Logan International
Airport, said he didn’t have specific times for when the president
will fly in, but he said Bush’s visit
should not drastically affect the
daily operations of the airport.
“Any effect is generally very
minimal,” Binford said.

The White House has not yet
released Bush’s schedule for Nov.
2.
Both Rehberg and Burns are
campaigning for re-election, with
Burns running a tight race against
Democratic challenger Jon Tester.
Bush last visited Montana in
February 2005, when he discussed
Social Security reform in Great
Falls.
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Volleyball

Junior Nicola Perez flies a kite through the Oval on Thursday afternoon. Perez was prompted by
wind that blew through her open dorm room window, knocked over a vase and broke it. Although
temperatures stayed mild, there remaind enough of a breeze to keep the kite in air.

I-153 seeks cool off period for
legislators turned lobbyists
Ron Devlin never planned to become a lobbyist.
But after losing his bid for re-election to the
Montana Legislature in 2004, Devlin decided that if he
couldn’t serve Montanans in state government, he
wanted to stay close to the issues affecting them. So
when NorthWestern Energy offered Devlin a job as its
lobbyist, he accepted.
“I wanted to stay current and informed about
issues,” Devlin said. “In eastern Montana, the greatest

Asbestos
still lingers
in Clapp

See LOBBYIST, Page 16
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chance we have is to develop our energy resources.
Now I work with a company that has a lot of knowledge that would help me if I run for government
again.”
Had an initiative slated for the Nov. 7 ballot been the
law in 2004, Devlin would have had to wait two years
before accepting NorthWestern’s offer.
That’s why he and others are fighting Initiative 153,
which is touted by Gov. Brian Schweitzer and others
as a way to slow the “revolving door” between the
Legislature and corporate lobbying.

M a k i n g t h e b e st o f a b r e e z e

Northern
Exposue

A committee at the University
of Montana will submit a report to
UM President George Dennison
next month that calls into question
the existence of landlines in
dorms.
The report was prompted by
surveys taken last fall that show
the majority of dorm residents use
cell phones as their primary mode
of telephone communication.
The first survey, produced by
Residence Life last fall, showed
that nearly 80 percent of students
in the dorms have cell phones and
that a majority of the group uses
them as their primary phone.
Charlie Thorne, assistant to the
vice president of student affairs,
formed a UM telephone commit-
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Work is still in progress in the
Clapp Building, formerly the
Science Complex, to remove
asbestos and renovate the building’s heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems, said Dan
Corti, director of Environmental
Health and Risk Management.
“The fourth-floor abatement and
renovation has been completed,
and that floor has been fully reoccupied,” Corti said. That means
many faculty members have
returned to their offices after being
relocated
to
skyboxes
in
Washington-Grizzly Stadium last
spring.
The $500,000 renovation project, which began in January, generated concerns over asbestos dust
from the renovations leading to
the temporary relocation of an
entire floor of offices and eventually caused UM to bring in the
Seattle-based company Prezant
Associates Inc. to test the building’s air quality. The University
has yet to receive the results.
“The consultants’ report from
Prezant and associates has still not
been finalized,” Corti said. “We
actually expected it before school
ended last year.”
For some time, Corti wasn’t
sure why the University had yet to
see the report they paid for. UM
signed a contract last year agreeing to pay the company a maximum of $14,350. “Repeated
requests for information have
gone unanswered,” he said.
“Within the past week I have
learned that Brad Prezant is actually in France for a full year, and
George McCaslin is out of the
office.”
Corti said he’s finally made contact with the senior consultant,
Bob Bliss. “We should in fact have
it within a few weeks,” he said.
Until then, the next stage is to
go through the same clean up
process on the third floor, Corti
said. “The last time I looked at the
long-range building request list,
that third floor of the Clapp
Building project was the number
one University of Montana
deferred maintenance project,” he
said. “A full asbestos abatement
and renovation project is being
proposed.”?
Corti said he didn’t expect that
floor to be emptied during renovation. “Historic test results showed
that it did not appear to be a hazard, and the consultant’s report, I
believe, will indicate the same.”
Corti said the asbestos concerns
have spurred Facilities Services to
revise its operations and maintenance plans.
“The problem historically is the
spray-on asbestos fireproofing did
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‘Day of Dialogue’ important step in UM diversity
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Question 1: Saturday, the male stripper group
“The Thunder From Down Under” will be performing at the Other Side. What would your stripper
name be?
Question 2: Are you going to go?
•Izaak Opatz
freshman, English
Q1: “The Polish Sausage”
Q2: No, unfortunately not, I am going to go hiking.

•Mervyn Camel
junior, forestry
Q1: “Eskabar Mollman”
Q2: “More than likely not. I have my own show.”

•Savannah Sinquah
senior, business marketing
Q1: “Prison Heat”
Q2: “No, I’m still mourning the Crocodile Hunter.”

University of Montana administrators, staff, faculty and students strive to create and sustain a welcoming atmosphere and supportive community because,
at UM, we believe that the greater the diversity of
people, opinions, cultures and perspectives, the richer the learning experience.
October marked what will become an annual event
to encourage discussion about diversity – a “Day of
Dialogue.” Public events were held on campus
throughout the day, including educational sessions,
exhibits and a concert. We were privileged to have
Manning Marable, founder and former director of the
Institute for Research in African American Studies at
Columbia University, give the keynote address.
Thanks to the many people at UM who worked hard
to conceive, plan and establish it, the University’s
inaugural “Day of Dialogue” was a great success.
But why go to the trouble to plan and devote a special day to focus on diversity and community? Does
this campus need to pay more attention to these
important concerns?
I believe that honesty requires that we answer,
“Yes.” UM does relatively well in creating a welcoming atmosphere and a supportive community, but we
can always do better. We must foster an educational
environment that encourages and enables people to
learn from the differences they encounter rather than
to condemn or shun those who seem different.
A group of educational experts who studied diversity in the 1990s concluded their report as follows:
“Diversity holds the potential for discovery, innovation, enlightenment and solutions to the complex
problem of how to share this planet.”

Letters
to the editor
UM to blame for Internet
slowdown

•Willi Brooks
sophomore, broadcast journalism
Q1: “Little Willie’s Surprise.”
Q2: “I’m already in it.”

•Danielle Alexander
sophomore, education
Q1: “Misty Breeze”
Q2: “No, my husband wouldn’t like it very much.”

•Nick Kakavas
sophomore, photojournalism
Q1: “Kiki Rodriguez.”
Q2: “Heck no. I worked hard on my outfit. I am
going to the LAMBDA dance.”

Enough is enough. Regardless of
why UM’s Internet is slowing
down, it is getting to a point of
ridiculous proportions. Before this
week, I had trouble playing online
games and checking a few graphicintensive sites; most things were a
little slow. I rationalized that I
could live with this. After all, the
Internet at a university is mainly
for academic inquiry and development, not for my pathetic lifestyle
of playing “World of Warcraft” for
hours on end. I could only justify
minor annoyance in this case, and
certainly not enough to send a letter to the editor.
But now, the network is hampering my academics as well. Not
only am I often unable to access
CyberBear, GrizMail and other
University-based applications, but
I can’t even get on E-Res to study

Surely a university has an obligation to create and
maintain such an educational environment in the
interest of enriching the education of today’s students
for the benefit of all. A public university most certainly has the obligation to welcome all qualified
applicants willing to accept the challenges of learning.
Martin Kramer and Steven Weiner, two scholars
who studied diversity in depth, identified three defining aspects of a diverse college or university: (1)
Members of groups previously excluded from full,
fair and respected participation in higher education
are present on campus as full participants; (2) the
campus itself provides a supportive community environment that values such participation and is conducive to success; and (3) the institution recognizes
the value of the groups with which students and faculty identify as sources of important intellectual perspectives and personal support, and as avenues of
participation in universal human concerns.
We at UM have accomplished much toward
becoming a diverse campus. But we need to do more.
We can follow the example of Montana’s Jeannette
Rankin, this nation’s first woman in Congress.
Although she was fiercely independent in thought,
she had a profound respect for her fellow citizens. As
we move forward, let us follow her example of
respect while working to eliminate prejudices that
prevent this campus from realizing its full potential.
George M. Dennison
President of the University of Montana

lecture slides before tests. This is
where our Internet problem stops
being an annoyance and starts
becoming a liability to my academic experience, and that’s something
I really can’t live with.
The IT people, in a Kaimin article last week, blamed students’
irresponsible use of peer-to-peer
downloading programs for the
hangups. Logistics of this theory
aside, it is irresponsible of the
University to not improve its network service to seemingly discipline students into using their
Internet connection in a “correct”
manner. Most of us don’t stare at
our 60 illegal file downloads on
Limewire all day, grinning and
rubbing our hands together while
laughing maniacally.
Don’t punish those who want to
use their connection in a legitimate
manner by leaving the network in
its current state. If the problem
really is unfixable at this time, then
at least keep students in the know
so we have some ray of hope. Any
explanation is better than “stop
using file-sharing.”
Casey Knapp
freshman, psychology

The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be
about 700 words. Please include contact phone number
when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail both

Townsend well qualified for
District Court
We have an opportunity to elect
a highly respected woman to the
position of District Court judge in
Missoula.
In 1994, the Western Montana
Bar Association began giving yearly Distinguished Attorney Awards.
Karen Townsend was among the
first winners that year. The award
was given “in recognition of her
integrity, dedication and superior
achievement in the practice of
law.”
I nominated her for that award,
as I think those words describe her
perfectly. I have worked with her
my entire career in the County
Attorney’s Office and have daily
watched her ability and excellence.
Among all of her other honors, she
was recently elected as a Fellow of
the American College of Trial
Lawyers – a very prestigious position.
She is especially well qualified
to be a district judge based on her
experience, energy, intellect, willingness and ability to work hard.
Please review all of her accomplishments at her Web site,
www.ItsTimeForTownsend.com,
and then vote for Karen Townsend
on Nov. 7.
Betty Wing
deputy county attorney

to letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off
in Journalism 107.

M ONTANA K AIMIN

The Montana Kaimin, in its 109th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu or drop them off
in Journalism 107
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Letters
to the editor
Does Burns really represent Christian values?
I am writing this letter as a
response to the letter entitled, “Vote based on God’s
values and personal values;
not party’s.” I was extremely
offended at the suggestion
that some how God endorses
Conrad Burns for the U.S.
Senate. This article stated
that we should vote for
Burns because he preserves
our values. What values
exactly are we talking about?
This is the senator who,
along with the majority of
congress, decided that the
executive branch should get
to decided whom the writ of
Habeas Corpus applies to
and who should be protected
from torture. How does
someone who thinks that
human dignity no longer

should be guaranteed to all
people represent a God who
loves everyone, not just
white, upper-middle class,
Americans?
Conrad Burns’ stance on
illegal immigration is also
clearly in opposition to the
biblical principle that commands Christians to love all.
For Christian loving people
this is not an option, and a
politician who cares more
about money than the lives
of 11 million illegal aliens in
no way represents Christian
values! The most flagrant
violation of Christian values
is Burns’ stance on the war in
Iraq. Jesus said, “Blessed are
the peace makers; for they
will be called the sons of
God”. A war that is waged as
a convenient way to deal
with a problem is unjust and
unchristian. God does not
endorse politicians, but we
should all think for ourselves
and form real opinions
before we vote this year.
Nathan Bilyeu
sophmore
political science

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to

accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
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Candid-camera crooks, crashed car, confused caller
ZACH FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
Oct. 12, 4:02 a.m.
Surveillance cameras at Lewis
& Clark Village caught two men
stealing bikes. In the video, one of
the men appears to be keeping
watch, while the other briefly goes
off camera. The second man then
passes bolt cutters to the first.
Moments later, they walk off with
a bike. Footage from another camera shows them a few minutes
later with another bike. Anyone
who recognizes the men in these
pictures should contact the Office
of Public Safety. The photos are
posted in color at montanakaimin.com.

Montana
Kaimin:

Picture Perfect

Oct. 22, 5:30 a.m.
A resident of Lewis & Clark
Village reported that a woman was
pounding on her door and saying

Jim Lemcke with the Office of
Public Safety. Officers also were
able to locate her car, which was
parked in a handicap spot. She
was not qualified to park in a

Oct. 25, 2:53 p.m.
Missoula Police asked for
help in finding a car
involved in a hit-and-run
earlier in the day.

she didn’t know where she was or
where her car was.
The responding officer gave the
woman a ride home, said Capt.

Police Blotter

handicap spot.
“As soon as intoxication is recognized by the ADA we’re going
to have to make all sorts of

accommodations,” Lemcke said.

side. It has Washington license
plates.

Oct. 25, 2:53 p.m.
Citations:
Missoula Police asked for help
in finding a car involved in a hitand-run earlier in the day. The
vehicle is a greenish Ford SUV
with heavy damage to the driver’s

Thomas
Markovich,
19,
Possession of dangerous drugs
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No ‘United States of
Europe’ likely in near future
JAMES LABER
MONTANA KAIMIN
A “United States of
Europe” is nowhere in the
near
future
and
the
European Union will not
likely provide strategic
competition against the
United States, said a visiting
Stanford professor in last
night’s President’s Lecture
Series.
Josef Joffe, also publisher-editor
of
one
of
Germany’s most read weeklies, Die Zeit, presented his
speech titled, “Europe in the
21st Century: Too Big to Be
Left Alone, Too Weak To go
It Alone,” Thursday evening
in the University Theater.
Part of the problem, Joffe
said, is that the EU lacks the
collective will that the
United States has. He gave
the analogy that Connecticut
and Virginia were much
more similar when the
United States of America
formed than the Netherlands
and France are today.
“The problem with the
European Union is that it
isn’t sovereign,” said Joffe.
“Europe is not a state, it is a
collection of states without
a collective will.”
Joffe said that it is easier
for immigrants to assimilate
and
become
part
of
American culture than it is
in Europe. He gave the
example that there is no terrorism in the U.S. committed by its own citizens, like
there is in Europe.
“(Immigrants in the U.S.)
can, first, go to a baseball
game, get a Costco Card and
put out a flag on the national holiday,” Joffe said.
“They are easy rituals to

do.”
The diverse culture of
Europe is one of three roadblocks in the EU matching
the U.S. in terms of becoming another world superpower, the others being military
and the demography of
Europe.
Europe,
on
average,
spends 2 percent of its
domestic output on its military as opposed to the 4 percent the U.S. spends. This
ends up being half of the
money that the U.S. spends,
Joffe said.
“The militaries of Europe
are not going to push the
U.S. off its vaunted perch,”
he said.
Depopulation of Europe is
also an obstacle. Joffe said
that at the beginning of the
millennium the population
of Europe was 728 million,
but will dip to 653 million
by 2050. The U.S. population, now more than 300
million, will be more than
400 million by the same
time.
Joffe said that Europe is
working on improving these
problems in most areas, but
not when it comes to hours
worked.
“Americans are workaholics,” he said “They work
300 hours more per year
than their European counterparts.”
In closing, Joffe said
Europe would not rise to
become a competitor with
the United States for world
power, but it could be pivotal in the United States
keeping its position in the
world.
“Don’t look at Europe as
a threat,” he said. “But as a
boon.”

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

Josef Joffe, German adjunct professor of political science, Fellow of the Hoover Institute, Stanford University, speaks during the President’s Lecture Series
Thursday.

Attack on Iraq has damaged U.S. credibility
SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
The United States has pursued a “foolish”
policy by attacking Iraq and has disrupted the
post-Cold War balance of power, a German
journalist told a University of Montana audience Thursday afternoon.
“I don’t think (President) Bush ‘43’ would
have gone back to Iraq in 2003 if the Soviet
Union had still been intact,” said Josef Joffe, a
journalist and political scientist who came to
UM as part of the President’s Lecture Series. He
said that the Bush administration’s “go-italone” attitude has forced smaller nations to
band together against the world’s lone superpower.
America’s decision to go to war in Iraq has
cost the nation its credibility in the international community, Joffe said.
“That was the price of temptation that grew
out of power unbound,” he said. “The war didn’t destroy terrorism, and it put a serious dent in
U.S. legitimacy.”
Bush’s notion that the United States can
remake the world in its own image is not new,
Joffe said, referencing Woodrow Wilson’s
pledge to make the world “safe for democracy.”

However, Bush hoped to protect U.S. interests
by promoting democracy in the Middle East.
“Bush wanted to make the world safe through
democracy,” Joffe said.
While Joffe said the idea that encouraging
democracy would promote world stability is a
good theory, the Iraq War was not the best way
to implement it. Rather, the war has strengthened Iran’s position in the Middle East, he said.
“By going to war against Iraq, the U.S. did
Iran’s dirty work,” he said.
The U.S. removed Iraq’s Sunni-dominated
regime, which could benefit Iran, a prominently
Shiite nation. In addition, the Iraq War has the
U.S. Military bogged down, allowing Iran to
pursue its nuclear weapons program without fear
of military action against it.
“No diplomacy works well without the credible threat of force,” Joffe said.
If the U.S. wants to regain its credibility in the
international community, it needs to carry out
military action with consent of its allies, Joffe
said. In drawing inspiration from the recent
“Spiderman” movie, he said the U.S. needs to
use its status as the world’s only superpower
more wisely.
“With great power comes great responsibility,” Joffe said.
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Continued from Page 1
tee in 2005 that then produced the second
survey later in the fall semester.
The committee made up of representatives from information technology, campus
telecommunications, the budget office and
administration and finance is presenting the
report to UM President George Dennison in
the coming month, Thorne said. Thorne
could not divulge any details of the report
until it is formally presented to the administration.
“We’re still tucking in some loose ends,
but it is sensitive material that involves a

change for campus,” Thorne said. “It’s a
change that maybe can’t be administered all
at once even if our recommendations are
taken up.”
Thorne said that his committee began by
looking at the option of removing landlines
from the dorms due to the prolific use of
cell phones, but that after receiving the survey results, their discussion has shifted to
the broader subject of all telecommunications on campus.
“It hasn’t been an easy process with our
committee looking at student surveys, communications and financial data for over a
year now,” Thorne said. “We scoured over a
lot of data for a long time before we came
to any conclusions.”
The second survey, which was distributed

Montana Kaimin
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by the committee, was completed by 1,171
students in the dorms. In the survey, 87 percent said that they currently have a cell
phone and 81 percent of those who said
they have cell phones said they use it as
their primary means of telephone communication. One question revealed that 65 percent of students polled currently have a
landline phone connected in their dorm
room. Eighty percent of students surveyed
answered “yes” when asked if they thought
telephone service for landline phones
should be provided in dorm rooms.
Ron Brunell, director of Residence Life,
said that the committee’s job was to evaluate where campus is going with telecommunications as a whole, but that the dorms
made a substantial impact on their process.



K a i m i n

“What happens with Residence Life and
the landlines situation in the dorms would
ultimately affect roughly 40 percent of the
landlines on campus,” Brunell said.
Thorne added that the committee also
sent out telecommunication system reviews
to other universities in the region. Twelve
institutions responded, including the
University of Oregon, University of Idaho
and Montana State University.
“Seeing how those campuses operate
their telecommunications systems gave us
some guidance and resources to help us
decide which direction we want to go in,”
Thorne said.

www.montanakaimin.com
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Voters to decide fate of State Auditor’s title
SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Montana has a state auditor. So
do the Dakotas. So does
Wyoming. That’s just about where
the similarities end.
“The state auditor in Montana
doesn’t audit state government the
way other state auditors do,” said
John Morrison, Montana’s current
state auditor.
In most other states, the state
auditor monitors the state government’s financial transactions,
keeping an eye out for government wrongdoing. But in
Montana, Morrison keeps tabs on
the insurance and investing industries. He doesn’t audit the govern-

ment at all. The office is more akin
to that of an insurance commissioner.
Rather than let the office linger
in its bureaucratic identity crisis,
the Montana Legislature voted to
place a constitutional amendment
on November’s ballot that would
change the name of the office. If
passed,
Constitutional
Amendment 43 would change the
name of the office to something a
little more fitting: the State
Insurance Commissioner.
It isn’t that the state auditor’s
office has always been a misnomer. Before the 1972 rewrite of
Montana’s constitution, the auditor did just that: audit. But after
1972, those responsibilities fell to

an agency supervised by the
Legislature.
At the time, the insurance
industry was becoming more and
more prevalent, and the auditor’s
office took on the task of monitoring it – new responsibility, same
name.
Republican Sen. Duane Grimes,
CA-43’s sponsor in the state
Legislature, thought about changing the office’s name when he ran
against Morrison in 2004.
Although Morrison and Grimes
come from different political
backgrounds, the two agreed on
one thing.
“It was very obvious that you
always had to explain what the
auditor didn’t do,” Grimes said.
Even after the election, he and

Morrison worked together to label
the office more accurately, tossing
around possibilities such as the
“Insurance
and
Securities
Commissioner” or simply the
“Commissioner General,” Grimes
said. Ultimately, “Insurance
Commissioner” won.
For a bill sponsored by a
Republican representative, the
measure passed through a
Democrat-controlled Legislature
with remarkable ease, said Jeffrey
Greene, a political science professor at the University of Montana.
“If he got that through a
Democratic Senate – hell, it can’t
be controversial,” Greene said.
“It’s a non-issue.”
But despite Greene’s assessment, the ballot issue has lost the

support of a man who helped draft
it: John Morrison.
“My problem with the initiative
is that it only describes half the
jobs,” Morrison said.
Because the auditor monitors
both the insurance and the securities industries, he said, changing
the name to simply “Insurance
Commissioner” would neglect
many of the office’s duties.
Neglected, too, would be the
staffers who deal with the securities side of the office, Morrison
said.
In addition, Morrison said, the
banking industry is becoming
increasingly intertwined with the
insurance and investment industries. The changing face of insurance and securities could mean
changing duties for the office, he
said.
“Eventually, I think this office
will regulate banking, as well,” he
said.
For those reasons, Morrison
wanted a name that was more
encompassing.
“I thought it should be a name
that was general enough and flexible enough to accommodate those
kinds of changes in the future,”
Morrison said. “When we amend
the constitution in particular, we
should be sure it’s something we
can live with for a long time.”
Despite his misgivings about
the initiative, Morrison said he
suspects voters will have more
important things on their minds
than changing the name of his
office.
“I don’t think that 43 is likely to
have the same impact on the people of Montana as the other initiatives on the ballot,” he said.
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Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

UM crew team rower Grace McLure places her oar for the next stroke during the Head of the Spokane race hosted by Gonzaga University.

Photos & Story
by Kevin
Hoffman

The University of Montana’s Rowing
Club is once again launching boats on
the waters of Salmon Lake and competing against other schools after more than
half a decade of non-existence.
The UM team was initially started in
the 1990s with the acquisition of
$10,000 by ASUM. The boat was named
Tranel after Olympic rower and Billings
native Monica Tranel who participated
on the UM crew team until it dissolved in
2000 and the boat was put into storage.
Dedication to the crew team has been
an issue due to the fact that practicing on
Salmon Lake involves a 50-mile drive.
Since many of the rowers have morning

classes, they usually meet at the Adams
Center at 5 a.m. so they can be on the
water by 6 a.m. three times a week.
Last Saturday, the UM Rowing Club
crew team sent 12 rowers and two
coxswains to compete in the Head of the
Spokane Regatta, a 5 kilometer race
hosted by Gonzaga on the Spokane
River. Five kilometers is farther than
most of the UM rowers have traveled on
Salmon Lake.
Due to some of the difficulties the UM
team has had in being on the water consistently, their expectation of the race
wasn’t to win, it was simply to finish,
said coach and rower Bridget Troy.

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

Competitors in the Head of the Spokane race make their way onto the home stretch. The race took place on the Spokane River and rowers first
made their way 5 kilometers upstream to the starting line before racing back to the Gonzaga boathouse.

“My goal was to finish the race,
(because) we hadn’t rowed that distance
in practice. I think it fostered more a
team feeling,” said Troy a second-year
graduate student at UM and a former
crew team member at Gonzaga
University.
Although the Head of the Spokane was
the team’s first race this year it was actually the last race of the season. Other
races won’t be held until spring, but the
crew team will be practicing on the
Salmon Lake for two or three more
weeks and then on rowing machines in
the Adams Center after the lake freezes
over.

the Boat
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Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

UM crew team member Brian West helps his teammates carry a borrowed Gonzaga boat from the boathouse to the water during the Head of the Spokane race. The University of Montana’s two boats can’t
be compared to Gonzaga’s $2 million boathouse located on the Spokane River.

Crew team boats can cost
upwards of $20,000 and they
consist of seats for each one
of the rowers and then one
extra for the coxswain, the
person in charge of steering
over a P.A. system. For example, an eight-person boat
actually holds nine people
including the coxswain.

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

Members of the University of Montana’s Rowing Club crew team take to the water of Salmon Lake. Last fall, an ASUM-purchased crew boat was found during a University audit.

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

After completing the 5 kilometer race
on the Spokane River, the UM
women’s eight-person boat crew gives
a congratulatory cheer. Although
they didn’t place at the meet, it was
more important for the fledgling
team to see other rowing clubs and
build on their experience.
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Few oppose Missoula open space bond, but past offers warnings
EMILY DARRELL
FOR THE KAIMIN
You’ve probably seen them – the green and
white “Yes to Open Space” placards that have
sprouted up in front of homes and businesses
around Missoula.
The intersection of Brooks and Beckwith
has two signs, perpendicular to each other, so
every direction of traffic gets the message.
You may have received a flier in the mail
urging you to vote for Missoula County’s open
space bond, or a postcard you can forward to a
friend urging them to vote for it too.
But if you’ve decided to vote “No” on the
measure Nov. 7, you’re in quiet company.
The bond measure has no organized opposition. There aren’t any “No to Open Space”
placards, bumper stickers or fliers.
This is not to say no one opposes it. A similar bond measure was approved in 1995. But

as Jackie Corday, Missoula’s open space program manager, pointed out, the 1995 bond
passed only after being rejected in 1994.
And 1993. And 1992.
Jerry Ballas, Missoula city councilman, is
one of the few people who have been vocal in
opposition to the bond. It’s not so much that he
opposes preserving open space. He just feels
the $10 million could be better spent elsewhere, particularly for the construction of a
new public safety building. He also says taxpayers are already overburdened by the city
and county.
At a neighborhood council meeting two
weeks ago, Jim Meagher, a private citizen, predicted that rural voters would be less likely to
vote for the bond than those living within
Missoula city limits, as was the case with the
previous bond proposals.
The 1995 bond money, however, was only
spent in the city, while this year’s bond money

will be divided between the city and county.
The fliers were sent to both city and county
residents, though the county residents, according to Corday, were more likely to get ones
emphasizing how the bond would protect
farms and ranches. City dwellers were more
likely to receive fliers aimed at parks and
recreation, she said.
And if you’re someone who still hasn’t
decided how to vote on the measure, here are
some facts to consider:
Areas most sought after for open space: part
of the Grass Valley and the North and South
Hills, areas of Mount Jumbo and Mount
Sentinel that are still unprotected, and riparian
areas along the Bitterroot and Clark Fork
rivers.
Cost to homeowners: $20 a year for every
$200,000 in assessed value on property for the
next 10 years.
Main objectives of the bond: preserve

McDonald’s sued over rat found in salad
DALLAS (AP) - Dallas Cowboys
assistant coach Todd Haley is suing
a suburban McDonald’s, claiming
his wife and the family’s live-in
baby sitter found a dead rat in a salad
they took home and began to eat.
The lawsuit filed Thursday in
state district court seeks $1.7 million
in damages, The Dallas Morning
News reported on its Web site.
A message left for McDonald’s
Corp. spokesman Walt Riker on
Thursday evening was not immediately returned.
According to the lawsuit,

Christine Haley and Kelley had
eaten part of the salad purchased
June 5 at a McDonald’s in Southlake
before the rat was discovered. The
women became violently ill and
endured long-lasting physical
injuries, the lawsuit said.
Believed to be a juvenile roof rat,
the rodent was about 6 inches long
and was found on its back with its
mouth opened, Scott Casterline, a
spokesman for the family, told The
Associated Press.
He said the women didn’t find it
until taking the salad home to eat,

and that a manager from the
McDonald’s “didn’t offer any comfort” after driving to their house to
investigate. The suit was filed after
the restaurant didn’t follow through
on promises “to make things right,”
he said.
“The family needs closure,” said
Casterline, whose family’s law firm
is representing the plaintiffs. “It
came to a point where you have to
draw a line.”

working farms and ranches and forests, protect wildlife habitat and water quality, provide
scenic landscapes, control growth and provide
recreational and commuter trails.
There would be three options for obtaining
open space:
— A landowner could be paid outright for
the full value of the land. The county would
own and maintain it.
— The landowner could donate the land for
a conservation easement, giving up all development rights. The landowner would still own
and maintain the land and would receive tax
breaks.
— The city or county would pay the
landowner a partial amount of the land’s
value. The landowner would continue to own
and maintain the land, but would give up all
development rights in a conservation easement. The landowner would get a smaller tax
break than those who received no cash for

Record breaking snowstorm
hastens Colorado ski season
DENVER (AP) - The biggest October snowstorm to hit
Colorado in several years dumped more than 2 feet Thursday,
grounding flights, closing highways, knocking out electricity
and jump-starting the ski season.
The storm began late Wednesday and turned highways wet
and slushy across the state. At one point, snow was falling at
a rate of about 3 inches an hour in Denver. A 125-mile corridor from Colorado Springs to the New Mexico line was under
a blizzard warning.
Denver International Airport got 5 inches, and more than
110 flights were canceled. Some suburbs reported up to 10
inches of snow that fell at about 3 inches an hour before the
storm moved east onto the Plains, where it caused more trouble.
At least one resort, Keystone, announced it would open
Nov. 3, a week earlier than planned.
“This storm really put them over the top,” said Molly
Cuffe, a spokeswoman for the industry group Colorado Ski
Country USA.
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ASBESTOS
Continued from Page 1
Work is still in progress in the
Clapp Science Complex to remove
asbestos and renovate the building’s
heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems, Environmental
Health and Risk Management
Director Dan Corti said.
“The fourth floor abatement and
renovation has been completed, and
that floor has been fully reoccupied,” Corti said. That means many

faculty members have returned to
their offices after being relocated to
skyboxes in Washington-Grizzly
Stadium last spring.
The $500,000 renovation project,
which began January 2006, generated concerns over asbestos dust from
the renovations leading to the temporary relocation of an entire floor
of offices and eventually caused the
University of Montana to bring in
the Seattle-based company Prezant
Associates Inc. to test the building’s
air quality. The University has yet to
receive the results.

News
“The consultants’ report from
Prezant and Associates has still not
been finalized,” Corti said. “We
actually expected it before school
ended last year.”
For some time, Corti wasn’t sure
why the University had yet to see the
report they paid for. UM signed a
contract last year agreeing to pay the
company a maximum of $14,350.
“Repeated requests for information
have gone unanswered,” he said.

11
“Within the past week I have
learned that Brad Prezant is actually
in France for a full year, and George
McCaslin is out of the office.”
Corti said he’s finally made contact with the senior consultant, Bob
Bliss. “We should in fact have it
within a few weeks,” he said.
Until then, the next stage is to go
through the same clean-up process
on the third floor, Corti said. “The
last time I looked at the long range

building request list, that third floor
of the Clapp Building project was
the number one University of
Montana deferred maintenance
project,” he said. “A full asbestos
abatement and renovation project is
being proposed.”
Corti said he didn’t expect that
floor to be emptied during renovation. “Historic test results showed
that it did not appear to be a hazard,
and the consultant’s report, I
believe, will indicate the same.”
Corti said the asbestos concerns
have spurred Facility Services to
revise its operations and maintenance plans.
“The problem historically is the
spray-on asbestos fireproofing did
not adhere in some areas as well as
others,” Corti said. “It makes it a
very difficult building to maintain,
to get above the ceiling and do
work.”
Corti said it’s more economical
for the University to remove
asbestos at the same time it’s doing
needed updates and renovations on
facilities. “The building hasn’t seen
a renovation since it was built,” he
said. “It’s more economical to abate
asbestos on the beams at the same
time.”
Corti said a ventilation system is
keeping the first two floors up to
code, and though the project is long
overdue, progress is making way. “I
would like to have seen everything
done 10 years ago, but you know
the system simply doesn’t work that
way.”
He said the project was accelerated by concerns from professors and
staff of the Charles H. Clapp
Building, which were also the main
reason for the air testing.
“I’m pretty happy with what’s
happened so far,” said forestry professor Paul Alaback, who returned
to his office in the building after
being relocated to a skybox last
semester. “It’s a lot cleaner than it
was.”
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Main Hall displaying
rare European artwork
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CARVE NOW OR
FOREVER HOLD YOUR PEACE

The

Great Kaimin Pumpkin-Off
“Missoula’s priemer
pumpkin carving competition”

• 8 P.M. T O N I G H T is the last chance to enter a
carved pumpkin into the contest and compete for $100 in
Photo courtesy of Montana Museum of Art & Culture

Egon Schiele’s “Herbstonne” will be displayed in Main Hall until November 14.

DYLAN LASLOVICH
MONTANA KAIMIN
Next time you visit the office of the
University of Montana President
George Dennison you can view two
20th century European paintings that
are on loan to the Montana Museum
of Art & Culture (MMAC).
“They are really masterpieces,” said
Manuela Well-Off-Man, MMAC’s
curator. “The only place you’d find
these pieces would be major museums
in places like New York.”
Egon Schiele created “Herbstonne”
(Autumn Sun), a painting that is
famous for its content, in 1914, WellOff-Man said.
“It symbolizes the atmosphere
before World War I,” she said. “It’s
painted with a really dark palette and
it shows the decay of society.”
The other painting on display,
Anselm Kiefer’s “Descent of the
Soul,” is 10 years old.
“It kind of symbolizes the short
existence of humans in the universe,”
Well-Off-Man said. “When you look
at it, it has half circles and deals with
the Ptolemaic universe. He was an
astronomer that believed that all planets and everything revolved around
the earth. But reality is all of us a play
a small role in the universe, and we
wish we had more significance.”
Schiele was born in Austria in 1890.
He’s regarded as an important expressionist artist who pushed boundaries.
Schiele was imprisoned in 1912 for

obscenity, two years before painting
“Herbstonne.” He died on Halloween
at the age of 28.
Kiefer was born in 1945 in
Germany. His artwork deals with
German history and culture – notably
Nazis in the World War II era.
Both pieces are on loan from collectors who wish to remain anonymous.
Reasons for their anonymity differ,
but Well-Off-Man said the MMAC
respects their requests.
Well-Off-Man encourages everyone
to view the rare pieces of art while
they are on campus.
“Just go into the President’s Lobby
between business hours to see these
masterpieces,” she said. “If anyone
wants a tour they should just call a
couple days in advance.”
The President’s Office Lobby is
located in Main Hall. The lobby is
open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Originally Schiele’s “Herbstonne”
piece was going to be on display until
Nov. 8, but that date has been pushed
back until Nov. 14. Kiefer’s “Descent
of the Soul” will be up until Nov. 28.
So how much do pieces like this go
for?
“We don’t disclose that kind of
information,” Well-Off-Man said.
“But let’s just say they are very, very
valuable.”

cash and the coveted Golden Pumpkin Trophy.
Turn your vegetable into Journalism room 107.
Pumpkins will be judged on craftsmanship and creativity.
Competition is open to all UM students, faculty and staff.

Winner will be announced
Halloween Day at 4 p.m.
on the Oval.
Sponsored by

Midnight Dreams
Missoula Mayor
John Engen
Special guest judge,

2700 Paxon Plaza
(Behind Southgate Mall)
542-6227
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Missoula music gets
northern exposure
ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Under the direction of
University of Montana music
professor Christopher Hahn, the
notes and pitches of contemporary Canadian composition will
invade UM’s Music Recital Hall
tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Hahn has assembled a program
of six compositions for the
Contemporary Chamber Players
recital “Northern Soundscapes,”
all to be performed by student
ensembles. The featured pieces
have all been written within the
last 25 years, and by a list of
exclusively Canadian composers.
“I think you’ll hear different
influences in terms of what’s
going on compositionally,” Hahn
said.
The Canadian native began
gathering compositions for the
recital this summer while visiting
the Canadian Music Center in
Toronto. He discovered one of

the pieces, a piano quintet by
composer Stephen Chatman,
while listening to the radio and
searched for it in the Canadian
Music Center’s library.
“It just happened to be at the
library when I got there,” Hahn
said.
Hahn said he met Chatman last
year when he visited the UM
music department for a composers convention. Hahn was
also familiar with featured composers Peter Hatch and Melissa
Hui, who were both professors of
his at Wilfrid Laurier University
in Ontario.
“I just though it’d be neat to
bring some of that influence
south,” Hahn said.
During the first weeks of the
school year, Hahn set about constructing the necessary student
ensembles. With the loose musical structure of some of the com-

Arts
positions, Hahn had to find student musicians talented enough
to communicate with each other
while playing, he said.
“This is a great opportunity for
them to play music by composers
they’ve probably never heard of,”
Hahn said.
Hahn said he doubted any of
the compositions in the recital
have been played in Montana
before. While all six of the composers maintain a high level of
name recognition north of the
border,
they’re
virtually
unknown in the United States, he
said.
“Certainly I’d say Montana
premieres, all of them,” Hahn
said.
One of the compositions in
particular boasts a strange mixture of old-world and alternative
rock influences. “Lacrymosa” by
Melissa Hui combines the heartstopping vocals of an opera-worthy soprano with the ethereal
presence of an off-stage clarinet.
A piano accompaniment ties a
neat bow around the package, its
haunting chords and scales reminiscent of the soft Radiohead
gem “Pyramid Song.”
Alto saxophone soloist Robert

13
Prince, a senior in the UM music
department, said he was excited
to bring Gary Kulesha’s piece
“Invocation and Ceremony” to
the recital hall stage.
“I’ve always been a big fan of
new music and 20th century
stuff,” he said.
Prince said received the music
about the third week of school,
and has been working steadily on
it since. Though he agreed with
Hahn that most students in the
music department will not recognize the list of featured composers, Prince said this wasn’t his
first brush with Canadian composition. He performed a piece by
Srul Irving Glick, also featured in
tonight’s recital, for a recital last
year.
“That was my first taste of a
Canadian composer,” Prince said.
Hahn said the recital offers a
variety of music far more up-todate than typical centuries-old
masterpieces, and Prince warned
students on campus not to look at
“Northern Soundscapes” as a
classical music recital.
“If you’re familiar with Mozart
or Beethoven, you’re in for a surprise,” Prince said.

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

Senior Robert Prince practices for his solo performance in
the Music Recital Hall Thursday evening. Prince practices
the saxophone every single day with vigor. His performance will be tonight at 7:30 p.m.
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ISU looks to counter UM passing attack
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
Idaho State head coach Larry
Lewis has a unique idea on how to
stop the dangerous University of
Montana passing attack this
Saturday at Washington-Grizzly
Stadium.
“Fourteen players in the secondary would be fine,” said Lewis, who
is in his eighth year as the head
coach of the Bengals. “I just think
they are really good and we can’t
put our kids on an island. I think
one-on-one Montana’s pretty tough.
If we’re going to do that, we better
get there with the pressure.”
Last week in Montana’s 33-30
win at Weber State, senior quarterback Josh Swogger threw for a
career-high 356 yards and junior
wideout Eric Allen also had a career
high with 132 receiving yards. Allen
said the offense had been waiting
for a game like last week where
everything was working.
“There’s times we’re clicking on
all cylinders, and there’s times when
we’re like one step away, like say
the ball’s too deep or we run the
route too slow,” said Allen, who’s
two 100-yard receiving games this
year were the only times a Griz
receiver broke the century mark in
receiving yards.
“Just like one thing always seems
to be out of place, but for the most
part we’re clicking.”
Allen said one of the reasons why
the passing game has started to take
off is because he and the other
receivers are getting more familiar
with Swogger, and they’ve all had
more time to work with him on the
field.
“For
example,
today
(Wednesday) on the goal line we
had a play where he just looked at
me and shook his head, and I knew
we were on the same page as far as
he was going to throw the fade
ball,” Allen said. “So I definitely
think we’re starting to be on the
same page.”
“I think it’s going to be ridiculous
with all of us being on the same

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

UM wide receiver Rob Schulte runs after a catch during practice at Washington-Grizzly Stadium
Wednesday. The Griz will be playing Idaho State Saturday with a kickoff time of 1:05 p.m.

page with him,” he added.
Swogger said the success the Griz
had against Weber could be just the
start of something special as far as he
and the wideouts were concerned.
“Everything kind of came together in the Weber State game,”
Swogger said. “I think the attitude
of the receivers and myself is that
we’re just scratching the surface.”
The Montana offense has been
the best in the Big Sky Conference
this season, scoring 31.1 points a
game, but the Griz (6-1 overall; 5-0
BSC) are taking on a Bengals
offense that packs quite a punch as
well.
ISU’s offense, which ranks third
in the conference in scoring with
28.3 points a game, is probably the
most balanced attack in the league.
They rank second in passing and
lead the league in rushing by quite a
large margin, gaining 150.1 yards a
game.
“A team that’s this balanced is
hard to stop,” said UM head coach
Bobby Hauck. “They’ll be the hardest team in the conference to defend
because they are so balanced.”
Unfortunately for the Bengals (25 overall; 1-3 BSC) their success on
the offensive side of the ball hasn’t
resulted in many wins for them. One
of their biggest problems is their
tendency to turn the ball over. They
are second to last in the conference
in turnover margin with a negative

eight.
“Turnovers have really hurt us,”
Lewis said. “It’s put our defense
back on the field way too many
times and put them in bad positions.
I think you take away the turnovers
and our offense has been really
good to the point of I think you’ll
win two or three more games.”
ISU’s quarterback, senior Matt
Gutierrez, leads the conference with
1,709 passing yards to go along
with 12 touchdowns, but he has also
thrown 11 interceptions.
The Bengals’ rushing attack is led
by junior Josh Barnett, who has a
league-leading 863 yards and a 6.2
yards a carry average. His 123.3
yards a game average is 40 yards
more per game than the No. 2 guy
on the list, Andre Wilson of
Northern Colorado, who has an
average of 83 yards a game.
With the Bengals tied for seventh
in the conference, Lewis knows his
team is pretty much out of the race
for the Big Sky title and needs to
focus on smaller goals. Since the
Bengals have never won a game at
Washington-Grizzly Stadium and
have lost 20 out of the last 22 meetings with the Griz, a victory over
Montana would be a good start.
“It would be icing on the cake for
our season at this point,” Lewis
said. “We have to look for little battles right now and small accomplishments.”
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Griz volleyball beats UNC 3-0
DANNY DAVIS
MONTANA KAIMIN
Micaela Parker missed out on
Thursday night’s Jo Dee Messina
concert but instead helped lead the
University of Montana volleyball
team to a 3-0 win over Northern
Colorado.
It was a trade-off that she was glad
to accept.
“It was a very good trade-off,” said
the sophomore Parker, who had purchased a ticket to see the country
music star. “That concert didn’t cross
my mind once.”
The Griz, ranked third in the Big
Sky Conference standings, dominated the fourth-place Bears, winning
the first and third sets by a score of
30-18.
In the opening game, Montana
never trailed and jumped out to a
quick 10-3 lead before UNC called its
first timeout. The closest the Bears
would get was within three points as
UM stretched its lead, culminating in
a 12-point victory. The Griz would hit
.415 in the first game and would be
led by senior Claudia Houle’s nine
kills.
In the second game, Montana once
again jumped out to an early lead, this
time leading UNC by a score of 7-1.
However, the Bears began to pick at
the Montana lead and would use a
five-point run in the middle of the
game to propel themselves to a 24-20
advantage.
Montana rallied to tie the match at
25, and would regain the lead for
good on a Houle kill that made the
score 28-27 and sent UM on a threepoint spurt to take the game.
“No matter what the score is,
you’ve got to play for the next point,”
said Jade Roskam, UM sophomore
outside hitter. “Doesn’t matter what

The UM volleyball team rejoices after scoring a point against the University of Northern Colorado Thursday. UM took the match by winning all three games .

UM held Northern Colorado to a
.043 hitting percentage and put up 12
blocks. The Griz also limited UNC’s
top offensive threat, junior outside
hitter Dulcie Stone, to eight kills on
37 attempts.
Because of the Messina concert,
which was held at the Adams Center,
the match was played at 5:30 instead
of its normal 7 p.m. start time.
Besides some initial confusion, Boyd
said that the time change had a minimal affect on the team.
“It was kind of strange, we didn’t
know what time we were supposed
to do things at first,” Boyd said. “We
were ready, I don’t think it threw us
off at all.”
The win pushed Montana (11-10,
8-4 Big Sky Conference) closer to its
first conference tournament since
2000. With four conference matches
left, the Griz sit 3.5 games above seventh place Northern Arizona, who
Montana plays on Saturday. The top
six teams make the tournament field.
Long considered a doormat in the
Big Sky, the Griz believe they delivered a statement to their conference
rivals on Thursday night.
“I definitely think it was a big message to send to the conference that
we definitely are pushing through,”
Parker said. “We’re a dominant team
out there.”

the score is until the game is over.”
UM head coach Jerry Wagner said
that he expected UNC to come out
swinging in the second game and that
Montana’s resiliency illustrated the
team’s character.
“It’s great to have a team that’s able
to rally and get the win,“ Wagner
said. “Their (Northern Colorado)
backs were against the wall after
game one, so to be able to take that
punch and keep standing says a lot

Griz Notes: While Montana inches closer to the post-season, Houle
and junior libero Jackie White are
inching up the UM record books.
White is three digs away from setting
the UM career digs record, an
achievement she will reach on
Saturday barring an injury or an
unexpected lineup change. Houle is
31 kills away from leapfrogging
early ‘90s star Karen Goff-Downs
into fifth place on the career kills list.

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

about our team.”
Following the intermission,
Montana had no problem putting the
Bears and the match away in the third
game. With the score tied at 14,
Montana used an 11-3 run, keyed by
two consecutive blocks by Parker, to
coast to its eighth conference victory
of the season.
Houle led Montana with 14 kills
while Parker and senior middle
blocker EvaLyn Whitehead added

nine. While Montana hit .231 as a
team, its offense was not spectacular
after the first game, but the Griz were
able to use a stifling defense to subdue the Bears.
“UNC is a good team and they
have a really fast offense, but our
blockers were just everywhere and
so was our defense,” UM junior setter Shelley Boyd said. “Putting
everything together, our defense and
our block, just made it look easy.”

Soccer team heads to Washington with postseason berth on the line
AMBER KUEHN
MONTANA KAIMIN
The University of Montana soccer
team will spend a weekend in
Washington, facing two final opponents before finding out its postseason
fate.
The Griz will play Gonzaga in a
non-conference match-up Friday at 2
p.m. before heading to Cheney on
Sunday to take on Big Sky foe Eastern
Washington.
Montana is coming off a 2-1 win
over defending BSC champion Weber

State this past weekend. The Griz are
9-7-1 overall and 3-2-1 in conference
action.
UM head coach Neil Sedgwick said
the win at Weber State was just further
proof that his team continues to compete and improve from week to week.
“We keep creating enough chances
to be successful,” he said.
“I thought at the back we were solid
and we continue to create good goalscoring opportunities.”
The weekend will be routine for the
Griz, who are used to playing two
games only a day apart. As for the late

non-conference game, Sedgwick said
that’s just how the schedule worked.
Gonzaga is a team the Griz are
familiar with, as they’ve played them
more than any other team. Montana is
12-3 against the Bulldogs but lost 3-1
last season in Spokane.
This season, Gonzaga shares the
same overall record as the Griz and is
known for strong second-half performances.
Although it’s a non-conference
game that doesn’t affect Montana’s
postseason, the Griz aren’t taking the
Gonzaga game too lightly.

“We’re not blowing it off by any
means,” junior Laura Nogueira said.
“Conference or not, it’s another opportunity to improve.”
Nogueira said the main improvement since last year has been the teamwork.
“Last year we struggled with not
playing together,” she said. “The team
chemistry and connection on the field
has allowed us to play better soccer.”
Sunday’s game against Eastern
Washington is a crucial one for
Montana, as a win would automatically put the Griz in the Big Sky
Conference tournament. Idaho State
is the only team that has secured a spot
for certain. Montana could still be in
with a loss or a tie, depending on various scenarios like the performances
of Weber State and Sacramento State.
The Eagles enter the game at 5-12-

1 overall and 1-5 in the BSC. They are
on a five-game losing streak;
Northern Colorado is the lone conference team they’ve beaten.
Even so, Sedgwick said Eastern
Washington is a tough team to beat at
home. The Griz lost to them last year
2-1 in Cheney.
“(Eastern Washington) allows you
to have a lot of the ball, but they’re
always good on their counterattack,”
Sedgwick said. “They’re always dangerous.”
With tournament hopes at stake and
a postseason on the line, one thing is
certain: Montana will come ready to
play on Sunday.
“It’s a must-win for us, we don’t
want to leave anything up to chance,”
Nogueira said. “We want to be in
charge of our fate rather than have it
determined by someone else.”
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More than half of the nation’s 50
states have some sort of cooling-off
period, though they vary by length
of time and those they affect.
Montana’s measure surfaced in the
wake of statehouse lobbying scandals in Tennessee and national
scandals like those involving lobbyist Jack Abramoff.
Supporters are quick to say they
haven’t seen problems like those in
Montana. Still, they add, it can’t
hurt to reduce the likelihood of a
legislator doing favors for a corporation in return for a lucrative lobbying job.
Rep. Dave Wanzenried, DMissoula, is one of I-153’s premiere supporters. He sponsored
similar legislation in the 2005
Legislature only to see it die in
committee.
“In Montana we have a citizen
legislature,” Wanzenried said. “We

pride ourselves on not paying our
legislators enough to make a living
at it and term limits have kept them
close to the people they serve.”
“The problem (corruption) is not
as big in Montana as on the national level, but we need to rise above
the standard to eliminate any hint
of doubt about our legislators,” he
said.
Mary Boyle, a spokeswoman for
Common Cause, which helped
write the measure, says I-153
would help prevent lawmakers
from “cashing in on their public
service.”
“They’re using all their ties while
they were in office to help themselves and their employers make
money,” Boyle said. “We respect
everyone’s right to make a living,
but we think there should be a cooling-off period.”
Opponents say the right to make a
living is precisely what I-153 would
take from citizens, lobbyists and the
organizations that hire lobbyists to
watch out for their interests in the
government. Linda Stoll, a lobbyist
for many nonprofit organizations,

including the Montana Wilderness
Association, opposes I-153 for that
reason.
“It’s good politics and bad government,” Stoll said. “It’s a myth
proponents use to work people up
into a frenzy to limit who organizations can hire.”
While Stoll did not deny that corruption is a problem among lobbyists in the U.S., she said proponents
use lobbying scandals to play good
cop/bad cop.
“It’s a balance-of-power shift,”
Stoll said. “I don’t think they see it
that way, but it plays well in light of
the Abramoff scandal. People need
to ask, ‘What problem are we solving?’”
Stoll said her work for nonprofits
is a public service and should not be
restricted.
“It is a fundamental constitutional right to petition the government
and it’s difficult for people in
Montana to be at the capital,” Stoll
said. “They get together and hire
someone like me to do it for them. I
like to think I provide a public service.”
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Stoll also pointed out that most
legislators do not become lobbyists.
Of the more than 300 registered lobbyists in Montana, Stoll said only
about 5 percent are former legislators.
Wanzenried agreed.
“Most legislators don’t become
lobbyists,” Wanzenried said. “Most
go back to their day jobs. They basically do what your neighbors do.”
But for those who don’t,
Wanzenried doubts a two-year wait
will rob anyone of an opportunity.
“No one would be denied an
opportunity to become a lobbyist,”
he said. “This is just a way of keeping legislators and citizens together.
Everybody ought to be as close to
the same level as possible in a citizen legislature.”
But Devlin said regulations are
already in place to keep lobbyists in
line, including a strict daily reporting system that requires lobbyists to
record details of exchanges with
legislators and issues discussed.
Devlin said the initiative would also
strain the state’s limited pool of talent.

“A lot of people start out in the
Legislature while working with an
advocacy group. A lot of people
would have to wait two years just to
go back to their original lobbying
jobs,” Devlin said. “There’s a lot of
talent that we’re going to have to
sideline if this passes.”
The initiative doesn’t single out
legislators. Anyone who works for
state government, even the governor’s top aides, would have to wait
two years before becoming privatesector lobbyists.
For Devlin, the fuss is
overblown.
“I worked with the same lobbyists in Helena my father worked
with in the 1980s,” Devlin said.
“There is no revolving door.
There’s not a lot of people looking
to hire them.”
Wanzenried said I-153 aims to
keep it that way.
“If we think we’re serving the
public well enough, we probably
aren’t,” Wanzenried said. “It’s not
so much that there’s corruption, it’s
just one way of safeguarding the
public interest.”
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LOST & FOUND

LOST: Islam and Revolution in the Mid-east text book
on 10/24. If found call 406-461-0472

LOST: Set of keys on Oct 19. Silver chain with butterflies 370-5463.
FOUND: Rae's IPOD-identify in PAR-TV 180

PERSONALS

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES. Here
when you need us. 243-4711
Free and confidential condom access. Look for a CARE
Rep in your dorm. Look for a door sign.
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HELP WANTED
WANTED

College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com

Cuddle Bugs Daycare needs substitute child care
providers. Pick up app at 2612 S. Ave. W. or call 7280801
Part-time cleaning person for home/business. Great
working conditions. Good wages. Flexible hours. Must
like dogs. Experience and references required. 7215145

GET OUT THE VOTE with Montana People's Action. $25
per 4hr shift. Oct 30- Nov. 7. Call Alex @ 728-5297 #1.

Part-time office help/dispatcher wanted. Must be
available nights and weekends. 20 hours per week.
Will train. Apply at Red's Towing, 321 N. Russell,
Missoula.

Easy Money! Wee need several people to help conduct
telephone surveys through the first part of November.
Wage is $8 per hour and the schedule is flexible
enough for students. Please call 543-6033.

WORK WANTED
WANTED

Sears Portrait Studio Now Hiring! No photography
experience necessary! Nights and weekend shifts
available. Call for interview 406-543-9960.

SERVICES
SERVICES

GOT HURT? GET HELP NOW! Call Bulman Law
Associates today. 721-7744
Professional proof-reading/ editing. $3.50/page. 3964554.
Bill Neaves' Guitar and Mandolin Studio now accepting
students. (406) 239-0239
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LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

FOR SALE

Dell monster 3.4 GIG, 500 GIG RAID-0, CDRW, DVDRW,
Ethernet modem, LCD screen, Bose speakers, UPS,
EPSON Printer, Package, Cash, Best offer 549-0077

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS 251-6611

MISCELLANEOUS

D2 THE HAUNTED HOUSE

Saturday October 28th 6:30pm-10pm $3 Donation
2305 Cloverdale Snacks & Refreshments provided.

MISSOULIAN

NEED CASH FOR A NEW CAR? THE MISSOULIAN has carrier routes open in Missoula. Call 523-5280 for more
info.

House of Fine Instruments. Www.gregboyd.com

ISA and JSA HALLOWEEN PARTY! When: Friday,
October 27th 8:30pm- 2:00am. Where: ELKS Lodge.
Cost: $2 with costume, $3 without costume.
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